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Jeunesse
Salon and Spa Suites

Your Youth Redifined

Jeunesse Salon & Spa Suites
the perfect place for the creative mind

719-662-3784
719-748-8347
Me@Jeunesse.com

Our Business
At Jeunesse we take a
different approach than
what you would find
in a traditional Salon
and Spa. At Jeunesse we
provide the ultimate
medium of privacy,
with the comfort and
relaxation of your own
home. We encourage the
family style of business.
Meaning, encouraging
your cleints and friends
to get there other beauty
needs with other suite
owners... Providing a
one-stop feel that
we all desire.

Our Clients

Your Freedom
Hair Styling Suites,
-styling chair,sation,mirror
-Shampoo chair/Bowl
-Dryer Chair and Dryer
-Cabinets for Private Retail

Nail Tech Suites,

-Nail Tech chair and Tale
-Client Chair
-Pedi-Spa Chair
-Sink

Jeunesse

Special Service Suites,

-Equipment allowances for Aestheticians,
Massage Therapists, Industry Consultants,
Retail Professionals, Chiropractors,
Nutritionist and Doctors.

Your Youth Redefined

*All private suites are provided with.
-Private Retail Cabinets
-Glass private lock Doors

Jeunes
Contact Us

Imagine for a second,
Want to Rent a Suite?
the ability to have a Interested in becoming a client?
conversation with
Or have any questions?
your client in a
Give us a call at
quite controlled setting.
719-555-7890
Imagine the abilit to
make your own schedule,
Email us at
manage your own books,
Jeunesse@Jeunesse.com
make your own prices,
Or stop by at
and most of all, be able to
8990
North
Salon point. 80920
paint it and decorate it
Colorado springs Co
how ever you want...

Salon

Welcome to Jeunesse
Salon & Spa Suites
The perfect place for the
creative mind
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Thank you
for choosing

Salon and Spa Suites

Personalized Beauty Suites
to fit every personality,
with the luxury and
comfort to allow you to feel
as if you are working in
your own home
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“Your Youth Redefined”
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